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A Message
from the Deans
Dear Friends,
The importance of having a proper business education in these trying economic times cannot
be overstated. As organizations grow, develop, and operate across borders, they require a
workforce that is internationally mobile, able to adapt to rapidly changing market
circumstances, and represent capable and responsible global citizens. Even if you don’t have a
background in business administration or economics, an MBA can mean the difference
between advancing within an organization and not.
The Zagreb School of Economics and Management, Croatia’s leading business school according
to Eduniversal’s global ranking, can give you the education you need to make that decisive step
forward in your career. Our Graduate Program includes ten different specializations to choose
from and a General MBA program, it is taught by a combination of Croatian and foreign
professors and experts, and uses advanced teaching methods such as computer simulations.
Our outstanding student to professor ratio guarantees a personal approach to your education,
where every professor knows your name and is attuned to your weaknesses and strengths.
Our MBA program has also received international recognition for its quality, as our
Management, Marketing, Management of Information Systems, Finance and Banking,
Accounting, Auditing and Taxes specializations were all listed in Eduniversal’s top ten lists for
Eastern Europe. In this ranking, our Human Resource Management was named the top
specialization of its kind for Eastern Europe, and our Quantitative Finance specialization was
named as one of the 100 best in the world for the second consecutive year.

Mato Njavro, PhD
Dean

Maja Martinović, PhD
Associate Dean,
Graduate MBA Program

ZSEM can also offer you a truly international educational experience, as you can spend a
semester at more than 150 of our partner universities and institutions, for no additional tuition
cost. Our Career Center can provide you with counseling on how to nurture your career after
you graduate, and will provide assistance whenever you need it. Thanks in part to our Career
Center, 94% of our undergraduate students find employment within a year after graduation.
Thank you for considering the Zagreb School of Economics and Management for your graduate
education. If you have any further questions about our programs or the services we offer, feel
free to contact our friendly staff.

A message from the deans
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Zagreb School of
Economics and
Management
Accredited by:
agency for science and higher education

The Zagreb School of Economics and Management is Croatia’s best business school according
to Eduniversal’s global ranking. For many years, ZSEM has been educating Croatia’s future
economic and business experts and has become a center for thought and discussion on
contemporary economic and business issues in Croatia and the wider CE region. With more
than 1,000 students and more than 2,800 alumni, ZSEM’s community is continuously growing.
Every major corporation and institution in Croatia has employed ZSEM graduates, while our
alumni have also made their mark on society by becoming entrepreneurs and researchers.
ZSEM’s faculty includes renowned professors, researchers, and experts from around the world.
Often, our professors are featured in the world's media and many lecturers hold senior
positions in top global as well as Croatian corporations and public institutions.
With more than 150 partner universities all over the world, many ZSEM students, including our
graduate students, spend a semester abroad without paying additional tuition fees. Also, ZSEM
welcomes more and more international exchange students every year and hosts an annual
International Summer School.
In 2013, the Zagreb School of Economics and Management became an AACSB accredited
business school, thus joining the elite group of 5% of the world’s business schools that hold
this prestigious accreditation. Six years later ZSEM confirmed its high quality of work,
achieving the AACSB reaccreditation.
To confirm the quality on the national level ZSEM also successfully passed the reaccreditation
of the Agency for Science and Higher Education. ZSEM quality assurance system is
implemented and highly developed according to the criteria for the Audit of the Agency for
Science and Higher Education. It is harmonized with the standards and guidelines for quality
assurance in the European Higher Education Area.
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About ZSEM

AACSB Accreditation
In 2013, the Zagreb School of Economics and Management became an AACSB accredited
business school. This enabled it to enter the exclusive top 5% of the most outstanding
business schools in the world. The accreditation reaffirmed the status of ZSEM as the
leading business school in Croatia. Founded in 1916, the Association of Advanced
Collegiate Schools of Business is the longest-serving international institution with the
mission to advance quality management education worldwide through accreditation,
thought leadership, and value-added services. It is worth noting that the exclusive club
of accredited institutions includes renowned universities from across the globe, such as
Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and many others. The Zagreb School of Economics and
Management has passed the stringent criteria imposed on the best schools in the world.
Six years later, in 2019, ZSEM achieved the prestigious AACSB reaccreditation.

QS Global MBA ranking
The Zagreb School of Economics and Management has been ranked within the TOP 200
in the QS Global MBA Rankings 2020, reaffirming its position as a truly international
school recognized worldwide. The results rank ZSEM among TOP 200 in the world and
TOP 60 in Europe! Ranking results were compiled based on the Employability (40%),
Entrepreneurship & Alumni Outcomes (15%), Return on investment (20%), Thought
Leadership (15%), Diversity (10%). Using these measures, the QS Rankings 2020 placed
the ZSEM MBA program in the 31st most diverse business school globally.

ZSEM scored 100 out of 100 for Payback
Month score - it takes 17 months to fully
payback the cost of the program, which is less
than global mean of 43 months
83% of ZSEM faculty hold a PhD from top
international universities

25% of faculty are international

20th School in Europe ranked by indicator of interest
31st most diverse school globally in terms of gender
and international makeup of students and faculty

8% of ZSEM MBA alumni start their own business,
which is greater then the global mean of 5%
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ZSEM’s Graduate
MBA Program
ZSEM’s Graduate MBA Program will help you:
Plan and act more effectively in business circumstances, and help you grow as a
leader and manager.
Develop your competitive advantages in order to successfully compete in the demanding
international labor market.
Develop a wide range of skills, as well as specialized and applicable business knowledge.
Open up new possibilities for employment, even during your time in the program.
Earn valuable experience by working on international business cases and diverse projects.
Improve your networking skills and grow your network.

• 1-year program, 2 semesters
• International and Croatian faculty
• Classes in the afternoon or/and on weekends
• Interactive learning methods adapted to professionals
• Case study method and computer simulations
• Optional elective courses

!

Our program is perfectly suited to both recently graduated
undergraduate students and employed professionals that are
keen on developing their abilities and advancing within their
organizations.
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ZSEM’s Graduate MBA Program

Additional Services
that Add Value
Career Center
zsem.hr/career-centar

The Zagreb School of Economics and Management offers all its students and alumni the
services of its Career Center, whose only job is to help you find an internship or a job. Through
individual and group counseling, workshops, and through Croatia’s leading career fair, Student
Future Day, our Career Center helps students find employment relatively easily. Thanks to our
Career Center’s extensive database of job openings, students are always informed about
current opportunities on the labor market. This service can also assist students looking for
internships, and an increasing number of ZSEM students are completing their internships and
finding employment in Western Europe.
Our Career Center provides a lifelong service. We will continually follow your career progress for
decades after you graduate. If you’re planning to change jobs, companies, or just looking for
advice on how to advance your career within your organization, our Career Center is always at
your service, free of charge. Through this Center, you will also be informed about additional
seminars and workshops that could be beneficial for your professional development.

International Student Exchange
zsem.hr/en/international

With more than 150 partner universities and institutions spread over every continent, the
Zagreb School of Economics and Management is arguably Croatia’s most international
business school. ZSEM’s MBA students have the option of spending a semester on
international exchange, without having to pay additional tuition.
Our partner schools include some of the best business schools in the world, such as the
University of Michigan − Flint, EDHEC Business School in France, Frankfurt School of Finance
and Management, Plekhanov Russian Academy of Economics Moscow, and many more. If
you’ve ever aspired to have a truly global education, spend some time studying in another
country, or to learn your craft at some of the best business schools in the world, the Zagreb
School of Economics and Management can be your door into the wider world. Spending time
on international exchange helps you:
• Make friends and build international
contacts that will help you later in your
career

• Learn at some of the best business
schools in the world – without paying
additional tuition

• Master a foreign language

• Have an experience you will cherish and
remember

• Prove to employers your ability to
adapt to new circumstances and work in
diverse environments

Additional Services that Add Value
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International partners
Graduate level

EUROPE

NORTH AMERICA
Canada
Laurentian University
University of Manitoba
Université du Québec à Montréal
Mexico
IPADE Business School
Universidad de Monterrey
Universidad Panamericana
Universidad Tecmilenio
UPAEP
USA
John Carroll University, Cleveland
St. Ambrose University
St. Cloud State University, Minnesota
University of Central Missouri
University of Louisville
University of Michigan – Flint
University of North Florida
University of Minnesota

Austria
MCI Management Center Innsbruck
Upper Austria University of Applied
Sciences, School of Management (Steyr)

Belgium
KU Leuven - Faculty of Economics and Business
Université de Liege
University of Antwerp

Bosnia and Herzegovina
University of Sarajevo, Faculty of Economy
University of Mostar

Czech Republic
Masaryk University

Latvia
RISEBA University

Lithuania
ISM University of Management
and Economics

Macedonia
Ss. Cyril and Methodius University in Skopje,
Faculty of Economics

Netherlands
Tilburg University

Norway
BI Norwegian School of Management

France
Audencia School of Management –Nantes
Burgundy School of Management
EMLYON Business School
ICN Business School
KEDGE Business School
Neoma Business School
PSB Paris School of Business
SciencesPo Paris
Toulouse Business School
Institut Mines-Telecom Business School

Germany

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina
Universidad Austral, Buenos Aires

Brazil
COPPEAD Graduate School of Business,
University of São Paulo

Chile
Universidad del Desarrollo

Peru
Universidad del Pacifico
Universidad San Ignacio de Loyola

Cologne Business School
EBS University Business and Law
Frankfurt School of Finance Management
Goethe University Frankfurt am Main
Hamburg School of Business Administration
HHL Leipzig Graduate School of Management
Munich Business School
Reutlingen University
RWTH Aachen University
University of Hohenheim
University of Mannheim

Hungary
Corvinus University of Budapest

AFRICA

Ireland
Limerick University

Italy
LUISS Guido Carli University
Sapienza University of Rome – Faculty of Economics
University of Modena and Reggio Emilia
University of Padova

Morocco
ESCA Ecole de Management
Groupe ISCAE

EUROPE
Poland

China

Kozminski University
Warsaw School of Economics

Portugal
Catholic University of Portugal – Porto
ISCTE Business School
Nova School of Business and Economics
Universidad de Minho

Russia
IIBN International Institute of Business Networking
MGIMO University
Plekhanov Russian Academy of Economics Moscow
Saratov State Technical University
University – Higher School of Economics
Ural Federal University
HSE National Research University, St. Petersburg

Serbia
Faculty of Economics – University of Belgrade

Slovakia
Comenius University in Bratislava

Slovenia

CROATIA

ASIA

Catholic Institute – Faculty of Business Studies
Faculty of Economics, University of Ljubljana

East China University of Science and Technology
Jiangxi University of Finance and Economics
Jilin University
Southwestern University of Finance and Economics
Zhejiang Wanli University
Zhongnan University of Economics and Law

Hong Kong
Hong Kong Baptist University
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University

Japan
Akita International University
Meiji Gakuin University
Nagoya University of Commerce and Business
Ritsumeikan Asia Pacific University
Sophia University

Kazakhstan
KIMEP University

Lebanon
Holy Spirit University of Kaslik (USEK)

Pakistan
Lahore University of Management Science

South Korea

Spain
Touluse Business School (Campus Barcelona)

Sweden
Mälardalen University
Umea University

Switzerland
Zurich University of Applied Science

Ukraine
Odessa National Economic University

United Kingdom
Sheffield Hallam University
Kingston University

Chonnam National University
Kyung Hee University
Pusan National University
Sogang University
SolBridge International School of Business
Sungkyunkwan University

Taiwan
National Tsing Hua University
Southern Taiwan University of Science and Technology
Fu Jen Catholic University

Thailand
Bangkok University

Turkey
Sabanci University

United Arab Emirates
Ajman University

AUSTRALIA
Australia
Queensland University of Technology

G R A D UATE

PROGRAMS
WITH
ADDITIONAL
DEGREE

M
BA
P RO G R A M S
MBA IN
MANAGEMENT

MBA IN
ACCOUNTING,
AUDITING AND
TAXES

MBA IN
FINANCE AND
BANKING
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MBA IN
SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT

CO NCE NTRATI ONS

MBA IN
TOURISM,
HOSPITALITY
AND EVENTS
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MBA IN HUMAN
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT

MBA IN
MARKETING

ZSEM’s Graduate MBA Program

Application
and Admission
ZSEM’s Graduate MBA Program is open to all candidates that have completed a four-year
undergraduate program (240 ECTS) in any academic field (business administration, law,
engineering, etc.). Applicants that do not have a prior education in economics or business
administration must complete a presemester.
Elizabeta Ivančević Matuško, prof.
Graduate Office Coordinator
Mobile: +385 (0) 98 274 901
elizabeta.ivancevic@zsem.hr

Applicants who completed a three year undergraduate program must complete the fourth year
of ZSEM’s Undergraduate Program.
In order to apply for our Graduate MBA Program, the following documents are required:
• Your undergraduate diploma (original or notarized copy)
• Grade transcripts (original or notarized copy)
• Two letters of recommendation
• Motivation letter
• Your CV or resume
• For international applicants, a passport copy
• For international applicants, document proving that you have a source of supporting the
study at ZSEM (most often ‘bank statement’)
• Proof of payment of application fee. Information about the fee is available at the
web page www.zsem.hr
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Additional Services that Add Value

Our students always work in small study groups, where
they can communicate directly with their professors and
colleagues, and where lectures can be highly interactive
and dynamic.
Application documents will be processed by the Graduate MBA Teaching Committee and
candidates who have successfully passed the screening procedure (mentioned above in 1, 3 and
4) will be called for an interview as the last step for admission. Interviews will be held by the
Graduate MBA Teaching Committee at the location of ZSEM or online. Please keep in mind that
the process is selective, and that the Zagreb School of Economics and Management reserves
the right to discretion in selecting the best candidates for admission to its Graduate MBA
Program.

Application
• Apply online at: www.zsem.hr
• Application deadlines will be posted for each academic
year on the web site of the Graduate MBA Program.
• For all the other information on our Graduate program,
please contact mbaadmissions@zsem.hr

Additional Services that Add Value
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Tuition for ZSEM’s
Graduate MBA
Tuition for ZSEM’s Graduate MBA program includes the following:
• All your classes, case studies, and access to our literature.
• Use of Loomen – Moodle, the innovative e-learning system in use at ZSEM.
• Access to our international student exchange program.
• Support from our Career Center.
For current tuition rates and discounts, please visit www.zsem.hr
MBA students can pay tuition in installments, using an Visa Premium card or Diners in 12
installments interest-free, using consumer credit for up to 36 installments.
In cooperation with different banks, the Zagreb School of Economics and Management also
offers the option of paying tuition using student loans. These loans allow students to study at
the best business school in Croatia, but also maintain their financial flexibility. Students aren’t
required to repay these loans until one year after they graduate, allowing them enough time to
find employment and become financially independent.
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Tuition for ZSEM’s Graduate MBA

International Recruitment
and Enrollment
The International Recruitment and Enrollment Office is the first point of contact for
prospective international graduate students and serves to guide students throughout the
admissions process by providing them with all of the following:
• program details (structure, specializations, etc.)
• ZSEM’s accreditations and recognitions
• admissions requirements
• tuition information

Una Barković, MBA
International office coordinator
Mobile: +385 (0) 99 2433 355
ubarkovi@zsem.hr

• exchange opportunities at our partner universities
• internship opportunities
Because we understand the complexity of relocating for study and/or work, the International
Recruitment and Enrollment Office is also readily available to answer any of your questions
during on-site meetings, campus visits, telephone or Skype calls and/or by email.

International Recruitment and Enrollment
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ZSEM has partnerships with
more than 150 universities
around the world.

Introductory
semester
Many of the candidates find themselves wishing to enroll into MBA programs, due to
professional or private reasons, while they do not possess undergraduate degree in business or
economics. Those candidates can still enroll, however, before the commencement of their MBA
classes, they must attend an introductory semester with the courses from the areas of
economics, marketing, business and finance, management and accounting.
By attending the classes and passing exams in those fields, the candidates will get acquainted
to the field of economics, and will be ready to continue with their MBA courses afterwards.

Margareta Jurčić, mag.oec.
Academic Secretary,
margareta.jurcic@zsem.hr

The introductory semester starts in January every year and lasts until the end of February, at
which point the MBA classes start. It is also available online throughout the year.

Course
Principles of Economics
Principles of Marketing
Principles of Management
Principles of Accounting
Principles of Business Finance

Introductory semester

ECTS
6
6
6
6
6
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Programs with an
additional degree
Students have the possibility of obtaining an additional degree through ZSEM’s partner
universities. You can customize your master degree program according to your interests and
career goals. These programs, enriched by their diverse nature, are aimed at preparing future
business leaders for the global marketplace; students will take on a global perspective and
acquire international management skills.
Javier Aguayo, MBA
Head of International Office
Mobile: +385 99 3105 317
javier.aguayo@zsem.hr

Through ZSEM’s additional degree program you can customize your master degree program
according to your interests and career goals. These programs, enriched by their diverse nature,
are aimed at preparing future business leaders for the global marketplace; students will take on
a global perspective and acquire international management skills.

EAST CHINA UNIVERSITY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY & ZSEM
MBA degree in any specialization at ZSEM and an International Master program
at East China University of Science and Technology (ECUST).
One year at ZSEM

Second year at ECUST

Only one thesis

GET TWO DEGREES

ECUST is one of top 600 Universities in the world.
Specialization at East China University of Science and Technology:
- International Business
KEDGE BUSINESS SCHOOL & ZSEM
MBA degree in any specialization at ZSEM and an International Master program
at KEDGE Business School in Bordeaux (France).
Fall semester at ZSEM

Spring semester at KEDGE

Internship

GETTWO
TWODEGREES
DEGREES
GET

KEDGE is a first class Business School accredited by AACSB, EQUIS and AMBA.
Specializations at KEDGE:
- Purchasing & Supply Chain Management (English)
- Finance (English)
- Global Management (English)
- Marketing (French)
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NAGOYA UNIVERSITY OF COMMERCE AND BUSINESS & ZSEM
Get a MBA degree in any specialization at ZSEM and an Master of Science
at Nagoya University of Commerce & Business (NUCB).
One year at ZSEM

One year at NCBU

Only one thesis

GET TWO DEGREES

NUCB Business School is the fi rst MBA program in Japan to hold dual accreditation from both
AACSB International and the Association of MBAs. All NUCB programs have been ranked 1st in
Japan and among the Top 10 in Asia by “Eduniversal Best Masters Ranking 2015-2016”.

FU JEN CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY & ZSEM
MBA degree in any specialization at ZSEM and an International Master program
at Fu Jen Catholic University, College of Management (FJCU).
Spring semester / One year at ZSEM

One year at FJCU

Only one thesis

GET
GETTWO
TWODEGREES
DEGREES

FJCU is one of top 700 universities in the world, high ranked and accredited school (AACSB, IEET).
Specializations at Fu Jen Catholic University:
- Management (Spring semester at ZSEM & one year at Fu Jen)
- Marketing (Spring semester at ZSEM & one year at Fu Jen)
- Human Resources Management (Spring semester at ZSEM & one year at Fu Jen)
- Quantitative Finance (one year at ZSEM & one year at Fu Jen)
- Finance and Accounting (one year at ZSEM & one year at Fu Jen)

TILBURG UNIVERSITY & ZSEM
MBA degree in almost any specialization at ZSEM and a master
of sciences degree at Tilburg University (Netherlands)
First year at ZSEM

Second year at Tilburg

Only one thesis

GET TWO
TWO DEGREES
DEGREES
GET

Tilburg University is a first class Business School accredited by AACSB.
Specializations at Tilburg University:
- Strategic Management: there are two programs (Strategic consultancy and Entrepreneurship)
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MBA in Management
Managers are the ones ultimately responsible for the successful and efficient operation of
organizations. However, in order to accomplish this, managers must have skills and knowledge
that will help them succeed in such a role. They need to adequately manage human resources
because, as the saying goes, every manager with subordinates is a human resource manager.
They need to be adept in using leadership techniques and in strategic thinking. A strong moral
compass is a prerequisite for any modern manager, as is an ability to manage projects, read into
accounting reports, and use statistics to reduce uncertainty in business decision making.
The MBA in Management at the Zagreb School of Economics and Management aims to help
potential students strengthen their understanding of the philosophy of management, develop
analytical capabilities, and to help them become the managers they can be. If you’re currently
pursuing or wish to embark on a career in human resource management, project management,
e-business, or if you just want to develop your strategic and leadership skills, this program was
designed for you. As part of this program, students will also take part in business simulations
that aim to test their decision making abilities and to help them understand the consequences
of their decisions.
ZSEM’s MBA in Management includes courses in Strategy, Management of Change, Business
Ethics, Project Management, and more. In order to give our students a broader view of how
managerial decisions affect organizations, students will also take a course consisting of a
human resource management simulation, Strategies for Managing Human Resources. The
Markstrat marketing simulation will also be administered in an obligatory course. As marketing
and maximization of company value are inherently linked, this course provides students with
an opportunity to fill the role of a marketing manager in a virtual firm.
This program consists of two semesters of compulsory coursework, followed by the creation of
a Graduate Thesis, totaling 60 ECTS points. Lecturers in this program include Randy Richards
and Dan Ebener (St. Ambrose University, United States), Zlatko Mateša (President, Croatian
Olympic Committee), and many others.

The MBA in Management at the Zagreb School of Economics and Management aims to
help potential students strengthen their understanding of the philosophy of management,
develop analytical capabilities, and to help them become the managers they can be.
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MBA in Management

Program
Fall semester
September - February

Course
Strategies for Managing Human Resources
Maximization and Measurement of Company Value / CAPSTONE
Controlling
Quantitative Methods for Managers
Project Management
Marketing Strategy / Simulation

ECTS
5
5
3
4
5
5

Ivona Škreblin Kirbiš, PhD
Program Director
ivona.skreblin@zsem.hr

Spring semester
March - July

Course
Business Ethics, CSR and Sustainability
Leadership
Strategy
Managerial Techniques
Internship
Graduate Thesis

MBA in Management

ECTS
6
4
5
3
3
7

Barbara Brzić, bacc. oec.
Academic Secretary
barbara.brzic@zsem.hr
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MBA in Marketing
Marketing is a central function in all successful modern organizations, regardless if they’re
corporations, small or medium size businesses, charities, and even in some government
institutions. The importance of marketing in today’s society cannot be overstated; as
technological advancements have made it easier for companies to find customers and markets
in different parts of the world, marketing has become a complex activity that transcends the
4P’s; successful marketing is the key to survival of many organizations.
Career options in marketing can also be very diverse. If you decide to make the leap and
specialize your skills in this field, you can work for companies that engage in marketing
activities such as brand management, strategic management, or new product development.
Also, you can work for organizations that provide marketing services such as marketing
research, advertising, public relations, or consulting.
The goal of this program is to prepare students for senior marketing positions in a variety of
organizations by developing their skills and knowledge in marketing, while also transferring
ethical business values. This program will expose students to knowledge of marketing concepts
and theories, and will also teach them how to apply these marketing concepts and theories in
various organizational and industrial contexts.
This program provides an optimal combination of courses in marketing theory, such as
Consumer Behavior, Product Management and Design, Services Marketing, International
Marketing and more, along with more qualitative courses such as Marketing Research,
Marketing Metrics, and Price Management. Students will have to take part in a marketing
simulation in which their theoretical knowledge is tested as they assume the role of a
marketing manager in a virtual company.
Lecturers in this program include John D. Branch (University of Michigan, United States), Paul
R. Murphy (John Carroll University, United States), Daniel Butler (Auburn University, United
States), Patricia Loubeau (Iona College, United States), Thomas Baker (Clemson University,
United States), Carlos Rodriguez (Delaware State University, United States), Tracy Tuten (East
Carolina University, United States), Dominik Mahr (Maastricht University, The Netherlands),
and others.

The goal of this program is to prepare students for senior marketing positions in a variety
of organizations.
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MBA in Marketing

Program
Fall semester
September - February

Course
Consumer Behavior
International Marketing Communication
Marketing Strategy / Simulation
Marketing Metrics
Price Management

ECTS
5
5
5
5
5

Maja Martinović, PhD
Program Co-director
maja.martinovic@zsem.hr

Spring semester
March - July

Course
Applied Digital Marketing
Business Ethics, CSR and Sustainability
Services Marketing
Marketing Research
Product Management and Design
Internship
Graduate Thesis

ECTS
4
6
5
5
5
3
7

Valentina Pirić, PhD
Program Co-director
valentina.piric@zsem.hr

Zdravka Biočina, PhD
Academic Secretary
zdravka.biocina@zsem.hr

MBA in Marketing
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MBA in
Finance and Banking
The ZSEM Graduate MBA Program in Finance and Banking, which is currently ranked among
the 10 best programs of its type in Eastern Europe, aims to prepare students for a career in
commercial banks, investment funds, insurance companies, and other similar organizations.
However, this program is also perfectly suited for those that plan on working in financial
departments of companies operating in other sectors, as well as for those that plan a career in
government institutions (the Croatian National Bank, Ministry of Finance, Croatian Financial
Services Supervisory Agency, etc).
The program consists of two semesters, and culminates with the creation of a Graduate Thesis.
In first semester students will get theoretical knowledge to better understand modern finance
an financial data analysis, learn to analyze corporate securities in the primary and secondary
capital markets, as well as financial strategies.
The second semester then builds on the foundations laid by courses in the first by going into
further detail through courses such as Financial Derivatives, Financial Institutions Risk
Management, Portfolio Management and Investments, and more. This program also includes a
course in Business Ethics and CSR, in which students will learn to recognize moral dilemmas
and create ways and processes to solve them. Also, in the context of today’s global economic
crisis and financial scandals, ethical behavior of financial professionals has become more
important than ever before. The Zagreb School of Economics and Management is dedicated to
producing not only world-class financial experts, but also responsible global citizens.
A significant feature of this program is an optimal combination of basic theoretical knowledge
of modern finance, while connecting that theory with current practices which are prevalent in
today’s domestic and foreign financial institutions and markets. CFA Institute University
Aliation Program MBA Finance and Banking has been acknowledged as incorporating at least
70 percent of the CFA Program Candidate Body of Knowledge (CBOK) and placing emphasis on
the CFA Institute Code of Ethics and Standards of Practice within the program. This program
position students well to obtain the Chartered Financial Analyst® designation, which has
become the most respected and recognized investment credential in the world. Entry into the
CFA Institute University Aliation Program signals to potential students, employers, and the
marketplace that the ZSEM curriculum is closely tied to professional practice and is well-suited
for preparing students to sit for the CFA examinations. Through participation in this program,
the ZSEM is eligible to receive a limited number of student scholarships for the CFA Program
each year.
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MBA in Finance and Banking

Program
Fall semester
September - February

Course
Financial Institutions and Markets
Financial Derivatives
International Financial Management
Risk Management in Financial Institutions
Portfolio Management and Investments
Business Ethics, CSR and Sustainability

ECTS
5
5
5
5
6
6

Denis Alajbeg, PhD
Program Director
denis.alajbeg@zsem.hr

Spring semester
March - July

Course
Financial Management
Financial Reporting and Analysis
Alternative Investments (CFA Elective)
Fixed Income (CFA Elective)
Quantitative Methods and Econometrics
Elective (not for CFA students)
Internship
Graduate Thesis

MBA in Finance and Banking

ECTS

Dina Vasić, MBA
Academic Secretary
dina.vasic@zsem.hr

6
6
5
6
5
3
3
7
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MBA in Accounting,
Auditing and Taxes
Accounting and auditing professions are dynamic, and they demand continuous training,
professional education, and following of prevalent global trends. Because of the demanding
nature of these fields, the Zagreb School of Economics and Management provides a solid
foundation for anyone wishing to embark on a career in the fields of Accounting, Auditing or
Tax Advising through this program.
This program enables students to acquire knowledge that will form the basis for further
development and eventual acquisitions of relevant professional certifications in auditing, be it
internal, external or forensic, or tax advising. This program tracks current trends in accounting
and auditing practice, and pays special attention to areas of accounting that are currently
relevant, such as the detection of financial fraud within the forensic auditing and financial
instruments accounting.
This program was designed for accountants, auditors, and tax professionals who wish to
advance and continue their professional development in these areas, as well as for managers
who wish to supplement their skills with those from these areas. For those that wish to
improve their corporate governance and advance their fraud prevention efforts, this program
provides an outstanding theoretical and practical foundation.
ZSEM’s MBA in Accounting, Auditing and Taxes lasts two semesters and is completed with the
defense of a Graduate Thesis. Courses offered include Financial Reporting and Analysis,
International and EU Tax Law, Financial Fraud Detection, and many more. Students must also
take two elective courses in the second semester of the program. Students will also be become
familiarized with the Croatian tax system through the Direct Taxes and Indirect Taxes courses.
As with other programs, ZSEM’s MBA in Accounting, Auditing and Taxes also includes the
Business Ethics, CSR and Sustainability course, to provide students with an insight in moral
dilemmas and how to solve them.

ZSEM’s MBA in Accounting, Auditing and Taxes also includes the Business Ethics, CSR and
Sustainability course, to provide students with an insight in moral dilemmas and how to
solve them.
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MBA in Accounting, Auditing and Taxes

Program
Fall semester
September - February

Course
Indirect Taxes
Controlling
Internal Audit
Financial Fraud Detection
Business Ethics, CSR and Sustainability

ECTS
5
3
4
6
6

Branka Remenarić, PhD
Program Director
branka.remenaric@zsem.hr

Spring semester
March - July

Course
Financial Statement Audit
Financial Reporting and Analysis
Direct Taxes
Advanced Financial Reporting
International and European Tax Law
Internship
Graduate Thesis

MBA in Accounting, Auditing and Taxes

ECTS

Margareta Jurčić, mag.oec.
Academic Secretary
margareta.jurcic@zsem.hr

6
6
5
6
3
3
7
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MBA in Human
Resource Management
Bill Gates once said: “Take our best 20 people away, and I will tell you that Microsoft would
become an unimportant company”. As companies compete in the global marketplace with their
products and services, they also compete with each other to attract the best and most talented
people. Bill Gates’ statement only rings truer today; as global competition intensifies,
companies are going to greater lengths to attract and keep their best performers and value
creators. After all, great companies are made by great people. And as Richard Branson claims:
„Clients do not come first. Employees come first. If you take care of your employees, they will
take care of the clients”.
The MBA in Human Resource Management at the Zagreb School of Economics and
Management represents the best step HR managers can make in developing their
organization’s strongest competitive advantage; their people. Our MBA in HRM was recently
placed among the top programs of Eduniversal’s list of the best HRM MBAs in Eastern Europe.
Additionally, in 2015 MBA in HRM has received a certificate from the American organization
Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) confirming that the program’s curriculum
is fully aligned with the curriculum of SHRM. ZSEM’s MBA in HRM is one of only 16 similar
programs outside the USA to have met the Society’s high standards.
This program is designed for managers and future business professionals that want to learn
how to utilize their people to achieve organizational objectives, who wish to learn how to
recruit star employees, how to manage change, create a HR strategy, and more. Courses within
this program include Recruitment and Selection, Leadership, Management of Change and
Human Resources, Performance Measurements and Reward Systems, and others. Classes
include examples of human resource management in practice, video examples, case studies,
and are highly interactive. In this program, students will also take part in a computer simulation
in which they will assume the role of a Human Resource Manager, and make decisions on
recruitment, promotions, salary increases, employee training, etc. Based on the outcomes of
their actions, they will learn how HRM theory relates to practice.
Faculty represents a combination of Croatian and foreign experts in the area of Human
Resource Management. Study groups are small, as they are in all programs offered by the
Zagreb School of Economics and Management, and communication between professors and
students is direct.
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MBA in Human Resource Management

Program
Fall semester
September - February

Course
Strategies for Managing Human Resources
Recruitment and Selection
Intercultural Transformational Leadership
Measurement Application in HRM
Project Management
Performance Measurement and Reward Systems

ECTS
5
5
5
5
5
5

Spring semester
March - July

Course
Management of Change and Human Resources
Business Ethics, CSR and Sustainability
Leadership
Strategy
Internship
Graduate Thesis

MBA in Accounting, Auditing and Taxes

ECTS
5
6
4
5
3
7

Julie Felker, DBA
Program Co-director
julie.felker@zsem.hr

Mirna Koričan Lajtman, PhD
Program Co-director
mirna.korican@zsem.hr

Ivija Bernatović, MBA
Academic Secretary
ivija.bernatovic@zsem.hr
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MBA in Supply
Chain Management
Supply chain management is the management of business activities starting from product or
service design, production, warehousing, distribution and logistics. At the same time, planning
and management integrate supply and demand, but also communication, facility location and
information exchange. All these activities have been performed since the beginning of
commercial activities, but only in recent years have they been integrated and considered as the
opportunity to develop competitiveness of the firm. Accordingly, a supply chain usually
includes suppliers, production, warehouses, distribution centers, transportation system and
customers. The success of a supply chain depends on a good coordination of all this elements.
This is even more important taking into the consideration the globalization and intense
competition.
In these circumstances, the optimization of supply chain processes is very complex. Adding to
this the uncertainty of demand, dynamic environment, investments in product and process
innovations, the supply chain story becomes a great challenge and a good opportunity for
experts interested in solving this kind of business problems.
MBA in Supply Chain Management covers both quantitative and qualitative issues needed to
understand and coordinate the whole supply chain system. The students learn how to solve
problems they can face such as the tradeoff in making supply chain decisions, efficient supply
chain management, inventory control, demand forecasting and project management while
combining the insights and practical knowledge from management, managerial accounting,
financial management, logistics, software solution courses and quantitative and analytical
methods for solving the supply chain optimization problems. The program was created by
taking into account the most recent global trends from the above-mentioned fields and it also
integrates the Croatian case studies.
MBA in Supply Chain Management lasts two semesters and is completed with the defense of
Graduation Thesis totaling in 60 ECTS. Lecturers are both from Croatia and from abroad,
academic environment and business practice.
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MBA in Supply Chain Management

Program
Fall semester
September - February

Course
Software Packages in SCM
Maximization and Measurement of Company Value / CAPSTONE
Controlling
Quantitative Methods for Managers
Supply Chain Management

ECTS
5
5
3
4
6

Bruno Filipi, MBA
Program Director,
ex President of Coca - Cola
for South Pacific

Spring semester
March - July

Course
Financial Management
Business Ethics, CSR and Sustainability
Operations Management
Strategy
Distribution and Logistics Management
Internship
Graduate Thesis

MBA in Supply Chain Management

ECTS
6
6
6
5
5
3
7

Matej Nakić, mag. psych.
Academic Secretary
matej.nakic@zsem.hr
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MBA in Tourism,
Hospitaliy and Events
MBA in Tourism, Hospitality and Events is suited for those who want to make a career in
tourism, hospitality and event industry. We ensure that the program gives you access to
marketing and management materials, strategic knowledge and experts that are purposeful
and appropriate to Tourism, Hospitality and Event Management. Our unique premium
program heightens your capacity to interface with the multi-faceted components that the
tourism, hospitality and business event environment and its clients and suppliers require. As
part of the degree, you will apply your practical work experience to ensure the theory, the
strategic models and the examples we work with really make sense for your professional future.
Important elements of the program:
· A comprehensive vision of the industry of tourism, hospitality and the events business,
expanding your knowledge of key elements and processes that will enable you to organize
different types of events, with special emphasis on developing strategic management,
marketing and communication skills.
· A practical orientation and constant contact with the sector through specialized lecturers with
real experience in the sector, site visits to important events, tourism attractions and hotels, and
the possibility of professional internships in companies related to tourism, hospitality and
events (both domestic and international).
· The development of management skills for you to know and understand the current
environment, trends and risks to help you expand your professional horizons both in tourism,
hospitality and events field.
Having in mind significant contribution of tourism, hospitality and consequently events to the
world’s economy, considerable social impacts and vast employment opportunities that tourism
provides, it comes as no surprise that careers in tourism are becoming more attractive,
especially in tourism-centric countries, such as Croatia. Career opportunities in tourism,
hospitality and events are extremely diverse and can range from careers related to the
hospitality industry (hotel marketing and management), destination marketing (research,
branding, advertising, public relations), destination management (tourism master planning,
strategic planning, tourism destination development), event management, consulting,
international organizations, etc.
This MBA program will be lectured by Croatian and foreign experts with extensive practical and
theoretical experience from the field of tourism, hospitality and events. Study groups are small,
which allows for intensive interaction between students and lecturers; students are
encouraged to actively participate in the courses.
The program consists of two semesters, ending with writing a Graduate Thesis focused on a
particular topic in tourism, hospitality and events. Additionally, this program offers students
the opportunity to listen to a variety of tourism, hospitality and events courses in the
international exchange program and as well as encourages students to participate in at least
one related internship during the time of studying.
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MBA in Tourism

Program
Fall semester
September - February

Course
Tourism Concepts and Issues
Business Trends in Tourism, Hospitality and Events
Marketing Strategy / Simulation
Project Management
Tourism, Hospitality and Events in Digital Era
Event Management

ECTS
3
6
5
5
4

Hrvoje Maljak, PhD
Program Director
hrvoje.maljak@zsem.hr

Spring semester
March - July

Course
Management of Change and Human Resources
Business Ethics, CSR and Sustainability
Services Marketing
Market Research in Tourism, Hospitality and Events
Internship
Graduate Thesis

MBA in Tourism

ECTS
5
6
5
6
3
7

Matea Hanžek, MSc, MBA
Academic Secretary
matea.hanzek@zsem.hr
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Why

?

Accredited by:
agency for science and
higher education

AACSB Accredited
Business School

Best Business
School in Croatia

83%
lecturers
with PhD's

33%

lecturers attained
doctorate degrees at
prestigious European and
American universities

More
than

Leader in educating
HR specialists

Top
60

MBA’s in Europe

150
expert
lecturers

2.800

students graduated
from ZSEM

Alumni
working in

36

countries
worldwide

Career Center –
cooperation with
business community

International
students of
Over 150 partner
universities worldwide

More than 2200
students in international
exchange

30

nationalities
make up 34% of
the student body
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